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REI,ATIONS WITH THE ETJROPEAIY I'NION
CWTT]RE STARTS ITALL
The first joint meeting between the EU ministers and the
ministersof the associated countriesof central andeastern Europe
within the framework of a structured pre-accession strateg5l dialogue approved in Essen, will not be the meeting of ministers of
finance, but of ministers of culture. Perhaps the French Presidency, when postponing the finance ministers meeting until May,
recalled Jean Monnet's saying that if it was possible to start with
the integration process in Europe once more, he would start with
culture.
The culture ministers of the associated countries will meet
their EU counterparts during the Audiovisual/Culture Council to
be held in Luxembourg onApril3-4.It is hoped that the meeting
will result in the adoption of a resolution by the EU Cultural
Council on cooperation with the associated countries in culture.
The aim of the joint meeting isto get a better knowledge of
the priorities of the associated countries and to gain an understanding of their eventual will to cooperate in two major fields:
culture as such, and in the audiovisual sector in particular. The
associated countries will, in principle, be invited to joint the EU
programmes in this field. The concrete participation will not be,
however, an automatic one, but a result of negotiations later on. At
this stage, the Council after listening to the proposals from the
associated countries during late afternoon/evening on Monday,
will adopt its own resolution on Tuesday morning.
One of the reasons is that the Council is unlikely to finish
its own discussion on several programmes (MEDIA II and the
"TVwithout frontiers" Directive) and the final compromise would
hopefully emerge probably only during the nefr Culture Council
in June.
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TV quotas: Culture commissioner Marceline Oreja will
submit to the ministers the revised text of the 1989 Directive on
"TV without frontiers". The text was adopted by the European
Commission on March 22, after animated discussions, and by
majority vote. The text aims to strengthen quotas on TV programming and to apply them for 10 years to give the European
audiovisual and film industry breathing space and strength to
defend themselves from Hollyvood's onslaught. Readers will
recall that the dispute with the United States over film and
television policy nearly blocked the successful conclusion of the
Uruguay Round trade negotiations.
Goilrinacd on Fge z)
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orejawill tell ministers that the

^issioner
aim of the policy
is to:

-

industry

encourage

the European TV program
ensure its future competi-

in order to

tiveness;

- protect European cultural identity and linguistic diversity;
- guarantee legal security by establishing clear
rules (copyright etc.);
- the quota system would help these objectives
to be achieved.
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Associated countries: In principle the associated countries shall be invited to participate in the
above programmes, providing that they will share the
priorities, are willingto participate in thebuilding up
ofthe European audio-visual industry and cooperate
in legislation, building up distribution networks and
share in financing. During the Bordeaux meeting
Hungary already indicated its willingness to take part

in the film and audio-video programming industry
and in the effort to develop
bution system.

The Commission proposes setting up quotas

a

strong European distri-

The ministers will be told that participation
will not be automatic: it will have to be decided in
(all types of programmes including chat shows bilateral discussions between the EU and each assoor game shows) by "general TV broadcasters, ciated country using the framework offered by the
originates in Europe. As an alternative to quotas Association Councils. Only these negotiations later
"theme channels" (for example those specialising on would establish the conditions such as the scope of
in broadcasting of films), would have the alternative participation, its legal framework and above all the
of investing 25% of their programming budget financial contribution to the common budget.It has
into European productions. The revised directive been suggested that PHARE money could eventually
would also strengthen protection of minors against be used for financing some costs of an associated
pornography and broadcasting violence on TV country's linancial contribution to the programmes in
screens. During the informal Cultural Council the cultural field. On the one hand, an associated
last month in Bordeaux, Holland, Denmark and country would have to agree to such use of PHARE
the UK took a position against the strengthened funds, on the other hand, a maximum of L\Vo of. the
quotas, while Germany's hesitation was based on PHARE budget would be available for all cultural
the problem of the competencies of Landers sector programmes.
which has since been resolved. The strengthened
quotas have a strong backing in the European
This approach also respects the possibility that
Parliament.
not all the associated countries would share, for
example, the priorityto defend European culture, and
MEDIA II: this S-year programme seeks to could, on the contrary consider that free access and
stimulate development of the audiovisual program- free market forces, less subsidies and absence of
ming industry in Europe. The Commission proposes official interventions would provide a bctter frameto double the amount of funds available to ECU 400 work for their cultural sectors.
million. Of this E,CU 265 million shall be used for
rapid development of a competitive distribution sysPresident of the European Commission
tem: distributorswill be encouraged to invest into the Jacques Santer considered that the revised ,,TV
production of European films and build up trans- without frontiers" Directive represents acquis
European structures assuring efficient film distribu- communautaire. On the other hand the association of
tion.
producers "Eurocinema" considered that the new
broadcasting directive proposal represents a
Kaleidoscope 2000 and Ariane: these "planned dismantling" of protection. It claimed that
programmes aim to facilitate diffusion in Europe the Commission, by refusing to include new services
of works on plastic arts, theater, multimedia, (video on demand, for example) guarantees full acliterary works and drama (mainly via support of cess without rules on the European market to Ameritranslations) as well ex-cultural exchanges and can programmes. The European Federation of Auco-production and joint cultural action diovisual Producers considered that the proposed
(European Capital of Culture, European Culture directiveand the MEDLA programme do not contain
Months etc). In addition, the RAPHAEL program significant elements which would decisivcly encouraims at the protection of the European cultural age the production and broadcasting of European
ensuring that

heritage.

at least SlVo of TV

broadcasting

works. (JZ)
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ADOPTION OF EUROPE AGREEMENTS TO ENI./4RGED (NION AND URUGUAY
ROUND RESULTS

for

The EU Ca utcil apptwed in Morch a mandate lorthe Commission protection (tarification
exthe associaed countries of central and eostem Europe
ample). The EU approach is that
the adoption of Europefureements so that they reflect ihe enlargement
the adoption of trade agreements
the Union and he results of the Uruguoy Round negotiaions. There have should not merely be technicd,
to

on

neptiale with

of

abeadybeensevemlconsultuionsonthescopeofnegotiuionswithcental butshouldalsoexaminetheagree'
and eastem Eurcpean cunties ond formal negotiations stouted with ments from the point of view of
Hungory tonads the end of Matxlt, and ore beingfollowedby negotiuions balance in the agricultural sector.
with other ossociaed countries. We would like to recall that the Europeon This balance is for the time being
Commission submitted to the Council its proposal for the adoption of n favour of the EU.
EwopeAgreements in November 1994. The negotiations concem in
ciple agriculuml prodtcc ond processed

pin-

food.

Mqior products:
There are negotiations on

The new trade regime which would permit aconclusion to the newill result from these negotiations gotiations in time before the end of
will be applied from l July 1995. At May. This also means that price
this stage, it is too early to estimate levels in both the EU and the assothe likely results as much depends ciated countries would be taken into

on reciprocity in the sectors in- consideration.
volved. However, on the EU side
New member countries: The
the will prevails that the current Commission proposed to integrate
negotiations shall signilicantly con- trade arrangements which exist
tribute to a rebalancing of agricul- between the newEU member countural trade between the EU and the tries (Austria, Swedeq Finland)
associated countries, and this will and the associated countries of
results in concrete proposals to central and eastern Europe (either
further reduce customs duties and in the form of bilateral agreements,
to apply concessions from 1 July or multilateral agreements con1995 rather than the later dates cluded by EFTA). The Commission
foreseen in the Europe Agree- proposed that integration of the
ments.
trade agreements would concern
Export subsidies: The EU's products for which either the associSummitin Essen expressed awill to ated countries, or new EU Member
deal with the problem of export States would make a request. The
restitution. The Commission was new resulting concessions in the
requested to produce a concrete form of EU tariff quotas shall at
reportonthis issueand present it to least correspond to the volume of
the Cannes Summit in June. The tariff quotas from all bilateral
negotiating mandate approved by agreements, or in cases when one or
the Council inearlyMarch still does some former EFTA member counnot contain directives for the Com- try did not establish appropriate
mission to dEal with agricultural tariff quotas, the new enlarged EU
e:rport refunds during the negotia- tariffquota shall at least correspond
tions. It seems to us however, that to the traditional volume of trade.
the Council will return to this probUruguay Round: The trade
lem after the first stage ofthe nego- liberalization provisions
the
tiations, so that new instructions Agreements between the EU and
can be given to the Commission, CEEC must also be adopted to the
and concerning the link between results of Uruguay round negotiathe new concessions and the EU's tions. The results substantially
"good will" on export refunds modilied the system of import

of

trade in the sheep andgoat sector.

More important changes will result in arrangements concerning
EU imports of live bovine animals.
Readerwill recall that the Interim
Agreements with the 4 Visegrad

countries have established a
global quota for the 4 countries
(425,000 heads/year, bovine animals of betrreen 160 kg and under
reduced levy appli-

300 kg) and the

cable to animals under this quota

(25% of the full amount of the
levy). Also included in this quota
are the three Baltic states. The
original agreements allowed the
application of safe-guard clauses
if the 425,000 heads quota was
surpassed. The use of the safeguard clause in not possible under
the application of Uruguay Round
results. The negotiating mandate
allows an increase in the global

quota from 425,000 heads to
500,m0 heads, but this includes
also Bulgaria and Romania, in
addition to the three Baltic States
and the 4 central Europsan countries.

The negotiations will also
bring changes to trade arrangements for certain soft (red) fruits.
The past concessions were based

on the condition of respect of
the minimum price. The Uruguay
Round hasbrought several signifi-

cant changes

in this field. In
(con inued on

pge

4)
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the new regime which
would result from the Uruguay
Round shall be more beneficiary
for the associated countries than
the existing provisions of the
general

association agreements.

import prices is maintained, but
also that the negotiations would
result "in substantial improvements to the system's efficiency,
continuity, transparency and

On the observance".

other hand, the soft fruit sector

Other negotiations concern

is rather sensitive and it is expected fruits and vegetables still subject to

that in the negotiations both the asystemof"referenceprices",but
EU and the associated countries due to the results of the Uruguay
would try to arrivs at a balanced Round now concern "tarification".
arrangement. To the EU member The changes resulting from tarificountries this mostly means ensu- cationalsoapplytoprocessedagriring that respect for minimum cultural goods (generally Protocol

MACRO-FIIUNCUL ASSISTANCE

TO

ALBANA

3 of the Interim Agreements).

important part

of

An

negotiations
cronoerns harmonization of the veterinary and phytosanitary legislation. This is also linked to thework
on the White Book.
During the negotiations
will
there
be an attempt to establish
why some existing tariff quotas
granted earlier by the EU to the
associated countries are not being
fully utilised and the negotiations
shall result in the improvement of
the current

situation.

!

GETS GO-AHEAD

Mn Yves-Thibault de Silguy, Commissioner in charye of economic, tinancial and monetary affairc,
said that the EU is ready to efiend the ftnt tranche of mauo-financial assistance to Albania. The Commissioner said that Albania has fulfilled all the preliminary conditions for the granting of such aid The EU
Monetary Committee has already approved a dralt td of the financial protocol to be signed withAlbania.
Once the protocol is formally signed the disbunement ol the first tanche of aid, which amounts to ECU 15
million, will take place immediately.

ReaderwillrecallthatECOFLN has alreadyaccepteQ duingthefinthalf of 199d inpincipletogrant
Albania macro-financial assistance of ECU i5 milliott, to be given in two tranches. The ECOFIN also
accepted the pinciple that this assistance will be in the form of grut and not, os is usual, in the form of a
loan. However discussions duing the ftrst ECOFIN meetingunder the German presidency in early luty 1994
were hampered by the attitude taken by Greece and the motter moved to the luly 1994 General Council
meeting to overcome Greek resenations. The ministen then proposed political conditions for the release of
the second tranche (related to the respect of human ights and minoities in Albania and further progress in

demouatization).

The EU Council was able to make the pincipal decision on 28 November 194. The Commission
negotiated with the Albanian authoities the terms of the Protocol on fanuary 3LFebruary 3 1995. This
protocol indicates that the economic adjustment programme, which the ECU 35 million grant will support,
includes liberalization of pices, foreign trade and foreign exchange. It also deals with foreign debt" ftscal and
budgetary reform, a programme of public investments, pivatization of enterpises and reform in agriculture
and the banking sector.
This ECU 35 million grant will supplement IMF balance of poyments assistance to Albania which
was approved by the IMF in 193.

The EU will release the second tranche (ECU 20 million) later on. However the release of the
second tranche may come only following the approval by the Council of the report which will have to
be made by the Commission on the progress of the democratization process in Albania and on the
respect of human and minoity ights there. The second condition is that the Councit will have to

iudge as satisfactory the progress in fulfillment
(see

obove).

of

economic

citeia of the Protocol
r
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INDUSTRUL COOPERATION WTTH ASSOCUTED COUNTRIES SEEKING ACCESSION
On 14 March, the European Commission
The Commission's position is that industrial
approved a Communication to the Council and the cooperation has to be defined and carried out by
EP on "Industrial Cooperation with crntral and economicoperators themselves (from distribution and
eastern Europe".This report is expectedtobe on the licensed production arrangoments to subcontractin&
agenda of the Industrial Council on 7 April. This outward processing joint ventures and equity stakes).
report is closely linked to the pre-accession stratery The role of the institutions is to create favorable
and its aim is to look at the industrial implications for framework conditions (horizontal support to business
integrating associated countries into the EU internal operators, help to bring together industry and adminimarket, and how the strengthened industrial stration, concrete cooperation projects modeled for
cooperation can mntribute to the facilitation of this example, on the oonsumer electronics' components
project with Japan).
process.
The principal starting idea is that the
The report foresees that the integration process
associated countries of central and east Europe and the industrial transition in associated countries
have been making significant progress in macro- will lead to netv patterns of dlvlslon of labour among
number
economic terms,
them have associated countrles and the EU (this is already taking
already made decisive moves in privatization, but place in the textiles sector - outward processing trade).

a

of

The Commission realizes that for certain industry
sectors this process will involve dellcate lssues of
employment and ongoing restructurlng ln the EU.
The best way in dealing with this is to link assistance to
overall coherence with other EU policies and compewould facilitate the accession. On the other hand, the tition policy in particular.
enhanced industrial cooperation would also
It is presumed that industrial transition in the
strengthen the EU's industrial presence on expan- associated countries linked to the integration process
that so far the restructuring of the industrial base
and necessary modernization have somewhat
lagged behind. It is believed that enhanced industrial
cooperation between the EU industry and the
CEEC would contribute to the restructuring and

ding markets of the associated countries andwill thus would lead to the development of new activities, based
enhance the competitiveness of industry throughout on complementary sets of competitive advantage.
Europe.
Thus it is lirstly necessary to identiS areas in which
The report says that industries of asso- possibilities exist for rtpatriating to Europe activities

ciated countries have very

which are wholly or partly sourced olf-shore. Then
technolog5l should be transferred to the associated
countries, and they should be provided with financial
funds needed for necessary investments so that procooperation with EU industry aiming at the develop- duction chains may be reconstructed and integrated
ment of an environmentally sustainable industrial within Europe. The Commission requests an e:ramina-

considerable
restructuring/modernization needs, which are
"unlikely to be satislied without foreign investment, transfer of technology and know-how in

sectortt.

tion of possibilities for combining the advantages of as-

The Commission proposes to follow three sociated countries in highly qualified manpower and
priority objectives in industrial cooperation:
lower operating costs with EU technology, capital and
- improvement of framework conditions for managerial capacity to create competitive enterprlses
industrial development;
ln new growth markets on whlch EU lirms ane cur.
- privatization, restructuring and moderniza- rrntly lnsufliciently rtpresented. The Commission
tion of industry;
- promotion of investment.

that public authorities can play an active role here,
and do so without intervening in the efficient allocation
says

The Commission then asks that three types of of resources by markets.
instruments to achieve the objectives are followed, in
The Communication lists the steel industry
priority:
as one of the cases of already existing successful
- EU assistance policy within the PHARE cooperation. The Information Society is regarded as a
framework;
case for developing cooperation. Actually this year, the
- scientilic and technological cooperation and European Commission is organizing an informal
encouragement of associated countries to participate Forum of the Information Society with the associated
in the Global Information Society;
countries.
(contiilEdonpge 6)
- stronger mobilization of EU industry.

TOGETHER IN EUROPE
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Financing of industrial cooperation:
budget allocated ECU 930 million in PHARE assisTo facilitate the launching of closer industrial tance and a number of PHARE activities are already
cooperation with the associated countries, the Com- within the sphere of industrialcooperation: restructumission is asking the Council and the European par- ralization & privatization; JOPP assistance; promoliament to allocate in the EU 196 budget some ECU tion of private investment; education and training;
500,000. Of this, ECU 150,000 shall be reserved for infrastructure etc. There is also a Fourth EU R&D
financing information seminars which will help in Programme to which associated countries will have
introducing EU industry to the activities of Foreign aooess. This programme allocated over ECU 208
Investment Promotion Offices in the associated million for closer R&D cooperation with central and
countries. ECU 350,m0 shall be reserved for organi- east European countries. Of this, nearly ECU 15
zation of round-tables andjoint meetingsbetween the million was allocated to the EU 1995 budget and
EU and associated countries' industrialists (for ex- already ECU 60 million has been allocated to the 19fti
ample during trade fairs). [n addition, the EU 1995 budget.
r

COMMISSIONER DE SILGW PRESENTS REPORT ON CZECH ECONOMY

Mr.

Yves-Thibault de

Reasons for success:

in charge The report underlines the
economic, financial and success of the Czech economy

Silguy, Commissioner

of

monetary affairs used his visit

2l

to

during the last five years of transi-

March to hand tion and states that after a difficult
the Czech authorities pre-publica- initial period, the Czech economy
tion copies of a country study is performing well and is making
"The Czech Republic and its good progress towards a fully
integration with the European fledged market economy. In comUnion". During his one day paring the Czech macroeconomic
visit, the Commissioner addressed performance with that of other
the Czech European Banking countries in central and eastern
and Financial Forum and met Europe, the report says that the CR
with the Czech Premier Minister did well on external accounts, laV. Klaus, Finance Minister bour market balance and public
Mr. Kocarnik, the Governor of finances, Also inflation outperCzech National Bank Mr. J. formed the countries in the region.
Tosovsky and with the Cznch Only in respect of growth has PoPrague

on

ministers
and Trade.

of Economy,

political stability and

the

Government's economic credibility. Other reasonsfor the good eco-

nomic performance were the
flourishing tourism industry,
which has boosted employment,
economic activity, and public revenues and helped hnance the exter-

Industry land had a definitely better eco- nal deficit in trade in goods. Also
nomic record than the CR.
the reorientation of exports to

The report on the Czech

economy was principally prepared
byDG II of the Edropean Commission (Economic and Financial Affairs). It will be published later this
year in the "European Economyseries Reports & Studies". DG II
says it is also working on a similar
report on the Slovak economy,
which would also be published in

the "European Economy". DG II
has prepared a country report
on Hungary in 1991 (privatization
issues in particular) and has considered producing a similar report

on Poland.

nominal stability to be maintained,
and unlike in some other countries,
the decline in income that resulted
from reduced economic activity
was not aggravatedby a significant
transfer abroad of part of this reduced income to service the external debt. This helped to maintain
the social consensus on economic
transformation, and supported

Some of the reasons for this
good performance could be traced
back before WWII, Czechoslovakiawaswell integrated in the world

western markets, neglected for
decades for political reasons, has
played a part. "But the stance and

economy and was one of the 15
most developed countries in the

consistency of the macroeconomic
policymixhas contributed much to
the success of economic reform so

world.

far",

It had stable democratic
Government and a well functioning
administration.Its per capita GDP
exceeded that of Austria.
At the beginning of the
transformation process Czechoslovakia also had a lower monetary
overhang, a tighter labour market
and less external indebtedness.
The low debt significantly helped

The report deals with several issues of macroeconomic policy currently subject to serious dis-

cussion in Czech Republics. It
notes that the Czech economy is
experiencing a surge in capital inflows similar to that seen in Spain
and several Latin American countries in the late 1980's and early

TOGETHERIN EUROPE
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190s. This surge is complicating
monetary policy and could lead to
an unsustainable real appreciation
of the Czech Koruna. The surge in
foreign investment has not yet
been matched by a similar buildup of production capacities. The

channelling more resources into in-

years.

ests with those of their debtors. The

facilitate the rssgrugluring and re-

vestment activitieg especially to organization of enterprises."
meet demands arising from restrucOverall conclusions
turing enterprises. Monetary policy underline that in the Czech Rewill have to cope with both the con- public the conditions have been
tinuous inflow of foreign capital and created that should enable the
the tightness of the Czech labour economy to catch up at a moderforeign investment has shifted market. Either could set off an infla- ate pace. But the report lists trro
more and more towards specula- tion spiral,leading to a welfare-re- important issues for the success of
tive financial investment. There ducing distribution strrrggle. This ths ffansformation process and
has also been rapid e:rpansion of could undermine the social consen- which it considers as somewhat
foreigr credits to Czech enter- sus on economic reform and endan- "neglected":
prises: this reflects the positive ger microeconomic reform".
1. lmportancc of lnstituappreciationof the Czech risk, but
tional change - however the realso persistent inefficiencies and Continued problems in banking port notes that the authorities
constraints in the domestic bank- linancial sectors:
accepted relatively soon that the
ing system. The report looks into
statutory rules and general frameways that the Czech authorities
The report considers that the work had to be changed as well
have been dealing with upward Czech Republic is well advanced in and by now the basic skeleton has
pressureon the real exchange rate microeconomic transformation. been put in place.
and erpresses the view that the Nevertheless, the report draws at2. A more critical issue is
Czech eoonomy can probably tention to the lack of competition the linancial and bankingsystem.
withstand a further moderate real :rmong Czsch banks and to the ex- There is also a certain warning
appreciation over the next two cessive interlocking of banks' inter- that the lack of competition in

The conclusions

to

the

chapter on macroeconomic policies indicate that "in future, fiscal
policy may be faced with an erosion of the ta:r base as economic

the banking sector has led impor-

tant borrowers with access to
that sigrrificant concentration of international capital markets to
company shares in the hands of look for foreign financing:
report saysthat in the CRit is argued

Czech banks could have positive
effect on restructuring and manage-

"the risk involved should not be
underestimated" as a reversal in
exchange-rate expectations may
expose these borrowers to risks

activity shifts from state-owned ment. "This argument has some
enterprises to the emerging validity; in practice, the involvement
private sector. Also, it may prove of Czech banks both as owners and which could jeopardize their
diflicult to meet the needs of as creditors may delay, rather than suryival".
.

ECOFIN DISCUSSIONS WTTH ASSOCATED COUNTRIES
The EU finance and economy ministers, who met within the ECOFIN Council on March 20, tried to
prepare their joint meeting with the ministers of finance of the associated countries which will be held on May
D.The meeting was origindly sgheduled for March, but postponed to permit a more thorough preparation
of the dialogue.
While the ministers of finance have already met, the May Z2meeting will be their first one within the
framework of the structured dialogue approved during the Essen Summit and an integral part of the preaccession strategy.

ECOFIN concluded that the I[/'ay 22 meeting with ministers of the associated countries shall
concentrate on micro-economic aspects.
Some member countries felt that this first meeting should also deal with macro-economic developments and
macroeconomic policies. However the majority considered that a debate on microeconomic policies and
structural a(iustment is more appropriate, in particular in view of the EU's work on the White Paper to be
presented

to the Cannes Summit and which shall outline the proposals on aligning tegislation. The

Commission originally proposed that the joint ECOFIN meetings concentrate during thcspring on macroeconomic affairs, while the Autumn meeting concentrates on structural micro-economic aspects. The
ministers, however, said that the May meeting will not neglect macro-esonomic questions. Go*inradonpse a)
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The report prepared bythe Commissionon the "Czech Republicand its integrationwiththe European
Union" (see previous pages) grves a good indication of what micro+conomic policies are likely to be of major
interest: privatization and its link with industrial restructuring financial sector reform, banking regulations
and supervisioq development of financial market, labour market policies etc.
The finance ministers felt on 20 March that the joint meetings with the associated countries shall be
prepared by a debate by the monetary committee on the basis of a paper on the problem drawn up by the
Commission. Following this debate by the monetary committee and by EU ministers the annotated agenda
of the joint meeting will be foruarded to CEEC

ministers.

FRAUD DETECTED IN 1994 INCRMSED SIGNIFIO4NTLY
RECOWRED REMAIN LOW
On 29 March, the European Commission
adopted the 1994 annual report by its Coordination
Unit for Combating Fraud, in which it essentially
emerges that:
i) 4,264 cases of irregularities of fraud were
detected by Member States and the European Commission in 194, a rise of a third on 1993. The amounts
involved in these fraudulent operations doubled in
relation to the previous year to reach E,cu 1,032.7
million, l.2Vo of the Communit/s total budget;
ii) the considerable increase in the number of
cases detected is essentially due to the reinforced
activity of the Commission's services to which we now
owe the detection of a third of cases, the remaining
two thirds being due to the authorities of Member
States;

t

BW THE AMO,t rTS

control methods for sensitive products; b) increase in
administrative and operational cooperation between
Member States, the Commission and neighboring
countries; c) progressive computerization of transit
procedures.

Cross border fraud involves also associated
countries:

There is a strong tendency towards fraud in
export/import operations as this involves import
levies and export refunds. The cases are always rather
complicated as theyneed to be solved in close coope-

ration with national authorities of third countries.
However, the Europe Agreements withthe associated

countries include protocols on mutual assistance in
the customs fieldwhere the competencies are shared.
So it is now more feasible to carry out investigations

iii) almost half of the cases of irregularities or
fraud (for the sum of ECU 4&t million) come from the and take decisive actions towards further developagricultural sector which receives over half of the ment of fraud.
The Commission 1994 Report on Fraud list
overall EU budget. The largest agricultural fraud in
1994 concerned aid to exports and the storage of several new cases involving associated countries:
cereals, to the consumption of olive oil and exports of
beef and veal.
Imports of milk powder into the Community
Checks carried out in 1.992 on customs docuAs well as adopting its report on the fight
ments
drawn
up in Antwerp for consignments of milk
fraud
in
194,
the
approved
a
against
Commission
powder
from
non-member countries (Austria, Czech
European
Parliacommunication to the Council and
Republig
Poland
proceand Slovakia) via Spain revealed
in
ment on one specific aspect: fraud
transit
had been wrongly discharged
that
transit
documents
dures. The transit regimes authorizes the carriage of
4,(X)0
for
about
(200
lorry loads) of the product
goods through various countries with suspension of
tons
which was not subsequently released for sale at the
duties and taxes (VAT, customs).
A number of measures were taken during the import destination. The amount of agricultural levies
year 198,4 but the only radical solution lies, says the evaded in this way is in the region of Ecu 9.5 million.
Commission, in computerization of the procedures.
Member States and EFIA countries agree and a Butter, milk powder and sugar from the Czech
feasibility study has already been carried out. How- Republic
An administrative cooperation mission carried
ever, implementation of computerization is not expected before early L998. The Commission is, in the out in the Czech Republic under the protocol on
meantime, proposing that controls be stepped up and mutual assistance established that own resources
calls for the support of the Council and European worth Ecu 20 million were involved.
(coruinuzd on pge 12)
Parliament on the following measures: a) revised
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DEVELOPMENTS WITI{IN THE EU
C;IRC/.S S ONNE INFORIWIL MEETIN G :
A WELCOME OPPORTTNITY FORAN INDEPTH DISCUSSION ON FUTT]RE REI.ANONS
WTTH RUSSI/ - THE IDM OF A NUTO/RUSSI/ TRMTY SpARr<S SOME CONTROZERSr
Alainluppd, President of the Councilof theUnioU saiditrepeuedty
in Carcassonne, duing the informal meeting of ihe Fifteen Foreign Affain
Ministerc (with Mr Santer and European Commissioner Hans van den
Broek) on Motrh 20 ond 21: meetings such os ihis arc veryuseful and even
neceEsuy, becanse they allow us to discass without any agenda ond time
constraints is sues which orc offundamental c onc em for the future of Europe
as a whole. Indced Eurupean leaden seem to feel more and moru the nee{
especialty in peiods of radical changes, to have mone oppottunities to

that the Committee for coordination ofexport controls on sensitive
technologies has almost no more
reason to be, since practically all
controls have been abolished as
far as the former Soviet empire is
concerned).
Other ways of not neglecting Russia despite the present
chill in its relationship with the
Union are in the hands of the

discuss such issues freely between themselves and informalty, without being
obligedto make decisions ondfollowastrict agenda.At the December 194
Essen European Council for anmple, the 'brainstotming" session ol the
lint summitnight which centered on the Intetgovemmental Conference and, European Commission, such as
more broadly, on the luture shape of the greater Europe, was particularty the current review of the TACIS
appeciated by oll the leaden, who asked the Spanish Presidcnq to hol4 programme which, stressed
before the be$nningof the Intergovemmental Conference, a special infor- Jupp6, should be
future
mal European Council devoted onty to this one Etestion (the araordinary better aimed
developing
summit will take place in Majorco" ot the end of nert September).
"human resources", that is,
llainipg people to new needs and
In Carcassonne, the big
Mr Jupp6 pointed out the lack of situations.
sue was the future relationship balance still existing in Russia beBut,
Carcassonne,
between the European Union and tweenthepoliticalandthemilitary, France also launched an ambiRussia.Whenhavewehadthetime and also the lack of balance be- tious idea towhich, saidJuppd, its
before to talk about this among tweenthelegislativeandtheexecu- European partners reacted posiourselves for almost three hours? tive, and between Moscow and the tively: the negotiation, "in due
Alain Juppd rethorically asked the periphery. But, he said, this analy- course", of an agreement between
press. This time, ministers did not sis led the Fifteen to the conclusion Russia and the Atlantic Alliance,
have to make any decisions (though that Russia should not be isolated "in a form yet to be determined".
they confirmed that, in the present and left on the side, but quite the Alain Jupp6 spoke either of an
circumstances, the signature of the contrary. And he mentioned a se- "agreement", a "treat/' or a
interim agreement which was post- ries of possible initiatives aimed at "charter", the latter seeming to
poned because of war in Chechnya further integrating Russia in West- many (Mr Kinkel, for example) a
cannotyetbeenvisaged),butjustto ern international structures, such more palatable type of agreement
exchange views on how they see as improvements to the political than a real "treat/'. This new
Russia participate in the future dialogue already foreesen in the agreement, which should of
European structures. The diagro- EU/Russia partnership agree- course be discussed at NATO,
sis on the Russian situation, admit- ment (the EU Political Committee would include regular political
tedAlainJupp6,was"concerned", has been asked to make sugges- consultations and also a nondespite much progress made
tions), membership in the Council aggression commitment, indi-

at

is-

in

in

in

many lields (the French

Foreigr ofEurope(whichmustremainthe

cated Jupp6. The reference to
Affairsministerreferredinparticu- aim, though war in Chechnya tem- "non-aggr95sion", though, pfolar to Moscods constructive atti- porarily blocks accession), ex- voked a few days later a mixed
tude in the negotiations leading to tendedinvolvementinsomeGroup
reaction from the NATO Council
the "Stability Pact" in Europe, ofSevenactivities,accessiontothe meeting at the ambassadors' level
notably at the regional negotiation new World Trade Organisation in Brussels,with several Members
table for the Baltics). Thus, succeedingGATT,participationto pointing out that NATO is a
(con inud ut pge 10)
apart from the Chechnya conflict, the post-Cocom discussions (now

10

(tecrue9)
defensive and not an offensive alliance, and that, therefore, a "non-

aggression pact" would not make
any sense. In Carcassonne, the

Scandinavian Union's Members

which don't belong to NATO
showed their usual cautiousness
concernirg relations with Russia,

TOGETHERIN EUROPE
and pointed out that the content
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of suggestedwithin NATOby the European members of the Alliance.
All this is already in the Maastricht
Treaty, and in Carcassonne "we
have not invented anything new",

anynew agreement or charter with
this country should be very carefully scrutinized.
The issue of course has also
institutional relevance, since, if the

project goes ahead,

lst April

it will be a

said Jupp6, but it remains to be seen
whether and how the project will be

first example of a big initiative carried through.

.

IGC OF 1996: ITIAIORITYYOTING, FOREIGN AND SECURITY rcLICy, THE ROLE OF
THE EIIROPEAN COMMISSION ARE SEEI{ BY INSTITUTIONS AND MEMBERS STATES
AS BEING AMONG THE IWLIN ISSUES FOR 1996
European leaders and institutions are already
getting ready for the first phase of the Maastricht

Another Maastricht chapter which needs revision
anyway (this revision was foreseen in the Treatyitself)

revision exercise, which will consist of an assessment
or the implementation of the European Union Treaty
so far, assessment which should provide a sort of guidance about the changes which will be necessary after

is the Common Foreigrr and Security Policy, and the

After its seminar on April30, the European
Commission will write, for the end of May, its own
1996.

report which, as president Santer said, will be factual
but will also involve an appreciation of the way the
Maastricht Treaty has functioned. The Council has
already completed its work and though its report also
limits itself to facts and does not intend to preempt the
work of the Reflection Group on the Intergovernmental Conference, the simple description of the implementation of the main Maastricht innovations gives
more than a hint as to what should be improved or
changed. The main conclusion of this detailed assessment is that the Conference will certainly have to
tackle the issue of decision-making. Obviously, this
problem must be seen inthe lightof a furtherenlargement of the Union to the East, but the Council's report
seem to suggest that an improvement of decisionmakingwill be necessary anyway. Indeed, the report
states that the increased number of decision-making
procedures (theyare eight now) after Maastricht has
made thewhole process more complicated than ever,
though its assessment on the new "codecision" procedure is quite positive ("some twenty legislative acts
have been adopted within a reasonable time-span"
following this procedure). As far as the very political
issue of the extension of majorityvoting is concerned,
the report obviously does not make any suggestions,

Council's report admits that Member States views
about the European Parliament's involvement in this
the present situation, the
Council does not have the necessary ascess to information nor can follow up the implementation of CFSP
adequately, stresses the report, therefore suggesting
that theCouncil Secretariat should be strengthened in

field differ widely.

In

this field, without affecting the

European

Commission's powers.
Common Foreign Policy
The European Commission's role in CFSP will
indeed be one of the big issues of 1996, and Belgian
Prime Minister Jean-Luc Dehaene raised it very
clearly at the Interparliamentary Conference on the
IGC organised in Brussels by the European People's
Party. Mr Dehaene, noting that what he called "a kind
of"Centre d'impulsion" should be created for CFSP",
immediately said: "Belgium prefers an optimum use
of the right of initiative of the Commission. Should this
prove to be inadequate, it might be suggested to
reinforce and to activate the existingSecretariat ofthe
Council, possibly led by a prominent political person
havingaright of initiative andprovided stipulations as
to the cooperation with the Commission are being
elaborated". (At the same conference, president Santer said that the Commission did not wish to be on the
beggingside in 1996). MrDehaene also suggestedthat
the Secretary general of Western European Union
should participate in CFSP consultations. On another
issue, he did not hesitate, despite being prime minister
of a relatively small country to say that, in 1996, the

but notes that, after Maastricht, the possibility to
decide by qualified majority has had the effect of issue of a "double majoritt'' will be "unavoidable"
accelerating the decision-making process, and that,
though there actually were not so many such decisions, the risk of being outvoted has generally made
Member States more willing to accept compromises.

(the idea is to reckon, in majorityvotes in the Council,
not onlythe majorityof Member Statesbut alsoof the

population, thus taking into account the sometimes
very big differences in Member States' populations).

lstApril1995
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This will be a "hard debate", admitted Mr Dehaene,
but he also said, thus pointingat thereal issueatstake
in 19!b: "One must not engage in the wrong debate.

leap forward' and that it "cannot afford to bee too
abstract or over-ambitious".
At the same conference, Council's president
The argument does not pertain to the difference Alain Lamassoure stressed that'the more we are (in
between bigger and smaller states, but rather to the the Union), the more the system should be a Commueffect that the quantitative increase in Member States nity system", and that intergovernmental cooperation
may have on the quality of decision-making".
with 30 nations would mean "reinventing the CSCE or
Enlargement
the Society of Nations".
Mr Dehaene also found some merits in the
The EPP aims 4l adopting ne:il November a
idea of a "multi-speed differentiated" European inte- manifesto to be presented to the IGC negotiators. In
gration if applied to the next enlargement, and sug- themeantime, the EP socialistgroup approved at the
gested that the traditional approach consisting of end of March, adocumentbyits leaderPauline Green
fixed transitional periods should be replaced by on"an initial approach" to the 1996Conferencewhich
"thresholds", leaving applicant countries to decide in- was accepted by a verylarge majority, but rejected by
dividually"on the timing and the pace theywill adopt the Italiaq French and Belgian socialists who considfor pursuing the necessary reforms and adjustments". ered it to weak, in particular, on important issues such
Swedish conservative leader Carl Bildt, on the same as majority voting and foreign policy.
occasion, also insisted on enlargement to the East, Some sugestions by the European Parliament
saying: "I believe we should aim at having the next
In the meantime, the European Parliament
election for the European Parliament in June 1999 as goes on with its own "institutional" work on 1996, and
elections not only for the 370 million voters of the Labour MEP David Martin (who is, with Jean-Lnuis
present Fifteen but as elections for the 470 million Bourlanges, one of the two rapporteurs of the instituvoters of the larger Union. Their representatives will tional committee), broadly sketching his own ideas,
then be ready to take up their seats in the European insisted on the role and the independence of the
Parliament as soon as their membership becomes a European Commission, the extension of majority
realit/'. Enlargement to the East was also a big part voting and a simplification of the decision-making
of the speech at the EPP conference by Jeremy process. Moreover, Mr Martin suggested that the
Hanley, chairman of the British Conservative Party, revised Treaty include a provision allowing a Member
who stressed that "the EU will not be secure if State to leave the European Union.
uncertainty and tension are rampant beyond its borBelgian liberal Willy De Clercq, chairman of
ders", that "in our trading system the EU cannot the EP Committee on eKernal relations, made a series
afford to ignore the dynamic economies beyond our of concrete suggestions on the development of the
borders", and that the EU cannot ignore the "cultural Union's e:dernal policy, stressing the need to revise
heritage" from Central and Eastern Europe. This the Treaty articles on common trade policy, in particuenabled Mr Hanley to avoid talking too much about lar in order to increase Parliament's say in this field
institutional issues, and it was only at the end of his (among other things through an extension of the
speech that he said the IGC cannot aim at "some giant assent
r

procedure).

BRIEF NEWS

r

Mr. Willy De Clercq, the
leader of the European Liberal,
Democratic and Reform Party,

in

Brussels that the
the Democratic
Union of Slovakia will become the
32nd member of the LDR party.
announced

Slovak partX,

.

State Aid and Environ-

ment: The European Commission
has submitted to the Council its
draft decision aimed at adapting

the Code of aids for steel industry
to the new policy which links state
aid to strengthened environmental

protection.
The Code for State Aids to
the steel industry will expire at the
end of 1996 but the Commission is
seeking to improve the framework
for subsidies for specific environmental aid and which goes beyond
the last amendment of the Code

which took place one year ago.

Readers will recall that the existing Code already enables granting
specilic environmental aid and
subsidies for R&D, the closure of

production facilities, and regional

aid for Greece, Portugal and
the ex-East Germany. The
Commission's draft proposal
seeks

to increase the maximum

public intervention threshold for
SMEs. The additional aid could be
(coatinued on

pge

12)
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Consignments of butter were found to have been sent from the
Czech Republic to the Netherlands, from where they were re-dispatched after storage to ltaly via Switzerland.
The butter, which appeared tobe of Czech origin, entered Italy
under a false description and was placed on the market as margarine,
thus avoiding the payment of levies. At the same time, Community
margarine had been put in the place of this butter in the warehouse and
then exported to Russia receiving the refunds applicable to this product.
According to preliminary information,500 tons of products are
involved, accounting for evaded duties and levies of Ecu 1.5 million for
the consignments discovered to date.

lst April
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to European producers of honey.
Ons of their arguments is that the
Uruguay Round results brought a
reduction in customs duties and as
there is no clear EU preference in
this field, the European honey

producers will face loses in
earnings. The organisations say

that

in Europe"

"bee-keeping

to be preserved. The way

needs

to do it is to extend pollination premiums, to set up common stan-

of commercialization and
quality applicable to all honey
dards

Exports ofcheese, meat and dairy products
These products were exported from Denmark to non-member
countries, and then re-imported to Greece. Check carried out by the
German authorities at the Commission's request showed the administrative documents to be false; the import certificates referred to exports
to Bulgaria, Jordan and Lebanon, for which larger refunds had been
received. The documents proving that the consigtments had reached
their place of destination were discovered to be false, for the goods had
been re-dispatched to Greece under cover of false certificates.
Tobacco exports to Romania
Between December 1992 andMay 193, sixty-three containers of
tobacco were unloaded at the port of Constanta. The tobacco, which was
being e4ported by six Italian companies, was on its way to Bucharest and
was stored in Constanta waiting for customs procedures to be initiated.
Since the plant health documents needed for customs clearance
were not available, the company importing the tobacco in Bucharest did
not submit an import declaration. The Romanian authorities therefore
carried out checks on the goods so as to decide what should be done with
them.
The checks revealed that most of the containers were filled with
waste paper and plastic and mouldy tobacco waste. So the Romanian
authorities decided to reload the goods back onto the ship which had
brought them from ltaly. The Commission is investigating the payment
agenq in Rome, AIMA, to ascertain what refunds and/or premiums
may have been paid for this tobacco: it seems that about Ecu 260,000
should be recovered as well as about Ecu2.2 million in premiums. r
(see

page 11)

given in cases in which companies replace, rather than simply adapt the
existing capacities, so that they meet higher environmental standards.
The Commission proposes that investment aid could eventually amount
to a maximum gross level of NVo of eligible costs, providing that the

investment would result to levels of environmental protection clearly
higher than levels imposed by compulsory norms. If such investments
are made by SMEs, an additional aid of up l0% of costs could be
authorised.

I

ltroney producers ask for better policy: Two major EU
agricultural associations (COPA and COGECA) have asked the
European Commission to develop policy which will give more support

marketed in the European Union,

so that consumers are properly
informed about the origin of the
honey and about the quality of
individual honeys. There is also a
demand for some compensation

from losses resulting from trade
liberalization.
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